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Wednesday, October 8,19S6

Bowling Green, Ohio

Rally aimed against apartheid
by Mlzdl Stewart III
assistant managing editor

"No more apartheid" will be the message this
week at a rally protesting the policy of racial
separation practiced by the nation of South Africa.
The rally, co-sponsored by the Black Student
Union and the Undergraduate Student Government, will begin at noon Thursday, Oct. 9, in the
Union Oval.
Cassie Madden, president of the Black Student
Union, said that blacks should not be the only ones
to be concerned about apartheid.
"The idea is to increase student awareness and
to promote involvement among all students," she
said. "We can no longer stand still and let this
happen."

Madden said the rally will include a number of
speakers, including USG President Kelly McCoy
and the Rev. Bill Thompson of United Christian
Fellowship.
"This will provide a place for student leaders
(and other activists) to speak in an open atmosphere," Madden said.
Following the rallv in the Union Oval, participants will take part in a march around campus.
The protest at the University will coincide with
a series of anti-apartheid rallies held this week at
colleges and universities across the United States,
including Harvard, the University of Michigan
and the University of Toledo.
Errol Lam, assistant professor of information
services and BSU advisor, said there is a definite
link between racism in the United States and

apartheid in South Africa.
"PEOPLE SAY we shouldn't become involved
in apartheid because it hasn't happened here at
home," he said. "We're fighting ... both by
becoming involved."
South Africa modeled its system of racial discrimination after the example set by the United
States, he said.
Recently, students at campuses across the
nation have become involved in protests demanding that their institutions withdraw university
investments from companies doing business in
South Africa.
Lam said the University is not directly linked to
apartheid because it has no investments there.
"There is nothing concrete here at Bowling

Green relating to direct involvement," he said.
However, Lam pointed out that this lack of direct
involvement does not mean that students should
not be concerned about the problem.
"The effort is directed at trying to make more
people aware (of the current situation)."
Lam said that college and university students
are in the forefront of the anti-apartheid
movement.
"Instructors and administrators are into intellectual conversation about the issue. Students are
more motivated to act," he said.
An anti-apartheid sign-painting party, to prepare signs for the rally, will be held tonight from S
p.m.-8 p.m. in the Amani Room in the Commons.
Refreshments will be provided.

USX to face
takeover bid

Parents
bring in
$55,500

Buyer poses 'friendly offer'
PITTSBURGH (AP)-The
once-mighty USX Corp., already
humbled by setbacks in its energy and steel markets, will be
hurt even more as it tries to
defend itself against a leveraged
buyout by New York financier
Carl Icahn, analysts said yesterday.
"This thing could do tremendous damage. It could tear the
company apart," said Gerard
Adams, economist at the University of Pennsylvania and
member of Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates.
USX is "going to take all kinds
of purely defensive moves that
will be tremendously expensive
and will not benefit the company," Adams said. "They'll be
heavily saddled with debt if they
survive, and the steel industry
will be the worst for it."
Icahn, who less than a year
ago won a bitter battle to buy
Trans World Airlines, offered
USX nearly $8 billion, or $31 a
share, for the company's 257.3
million shares outstanding in
what he termed a "friendly offer."
Icahn revealed in a Securities
and Exchange Commission filing that he already holds almost
10 percent of USX stock.
ICAHN'S OFFER, disclosed
Monday after the market closed,
is the nation's biggest attempted
leveraged buyout, a transaction
financed largely by borrowed
money repaid with the target
ny's earnings or sale of
USX, formerly known as
United States Steel Corp. and

parent of the nation's largest
steelmaker, said yesterday it
will evaluate Icahn's proposal
"and respond at the appropriate
time."

by Julie Wallace
reporter

The University Parents Club's
recently-completed Telefund
drive raised 155.502 toward the
renovation of the Career Resource Library.

Icahn did not return phone
calls left at his New York office.
Wall Street sources told The
Associated Press there was a
widespread feeling Icahn was
attempting to force USX into a
costly restructuring to drive up
the price of its stock and earn
him a big profit on his holdings.

The Telefund, which ended
Sept. 25, involved about 110 students who contacted parents by
phone. The students explained
the goals and purpose of the club
and encouraged parents to become involved with the club by
making a donation toward its
current project, David Wu, assistant director of development
at the Mileti Alumni Center,
said.

Icahn and his companies reportedly paid an average of
$21.50 a share for 25.3 million
USX shares.
USX stock again was the most
active issue in nationwide trading yesterday, rising $1.13 a
share to close at $27.63 on the
New York Stock Exchange.
More than 11.16 million shares
were traded.

Wu said the Resource Library
is run in part by the University
Placement Services and the
Counseling and Career Development Center. The library provides University students with
current information concerning
careers and employment in various fields. The Parents Club
plans to use the funds raised to
expand the library, as well as to
purchase computer software
and add current publications to
increase its usefulness to students.

"I suspect he's interested in
buying up stock and waiting for
a company buyback, in which
case be makes a quick profit,"
said Ruben Slesinger, economist
at the University of Pittsburgh.
"THE OTHER approach
would be to buy it, sell off the
profitable assets and run a much
smaller integrated steel operation. In either case he's going to
make a lot of money," Slesinger
said.
Although some of Icahn's
takeovers, most notably TWA
and ACF Industries Inc., led him
to the board room, few analysts
feel Icahn is hoping to replace
David Roderick as USX's chief
executive.

Wu said that the library is now
located in both departments.
The Parents Club plans to help
bring the two together.

^ News/Rob uP,on

Battle royal

John Leland, assistant professor of English with a Ph.D. in medieval studies, and Robert Wenzlaff
of Toledo, do battle in the Union Oval while decked out in the armor of medieval knights. Both are
members of the local chapter of the Society for Creative Anachronisms, which put on a tournament
exhibit in the Oval yesterday afternoon. See story, p. 3.

Campus police to hire students
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter
University students will soon be employed by University police in the role of
Campus Service Officers, Bill Bess, director of Public Safety said yesterday.
Six or seven students will assist police
in locking and unlocking academic build
gs and patrolling parking lots, Bess
He said the CSOs will help to free
regular police for other security duties.
"The role of the CSO program is to

minimize the costs while maximizing the
benefits," Bess said.
The money to fund the program comes
from recent University budget appropriations, Bess said. CSOs hadbeen used
before, but campus-wide budget cuts five
years ago ended the program.
"The Vice President for Academic
Affairs (Eloise Clark), the Vice President for Operations (Karl Vogt), the
Deans' Council and the president's office
were all very receptive to this program." Bess said.
CSOs will begin training as soon as

students are selected and background
checks have been completed. They will
train on the job and will work in teams of
two, he said
Training will be conducted by University police lieutenants and by Lt. Gene
Bratt, Security Services Coordinator.
THE STUDENT officers will have no
authority to arrest someone, but will be
monitored by radio.
"They will be carrying keys, radios
and will be security-conscious," Bess
said.

The CSOs will wear uniform shirts,
badges and police jackets.
Bess said that in the past, police had
sometimes been spread thin when a
large amount of criminal activity occurred. He said police expect to be more
alert to other problems besides locking
buildings and checking parking lots
when the student officers become available.
Bess said money to fund the program
will be appropriated only for this academic year and CSOs will not work
during breaks or summer sessions.

"The funding raised will help
to bring the two separate libraries together and expand them. It
will also provide needed resources for the students to investigate their major and careers
that can follow such a major,"
be said.
THE CLUB has been involved
in the University for more than
20 years, and funds raised
through the program have provided scholarship aid, research
grants and money for capital
improvements.
Jerome Library's student typing room was built with funds
generated by the first Telefund
11965.
A letter is also sent to each
parent explaining the workings
and the background of the club.
The parents are invited to
pledge any amount to help the
goal to be reached.

Scientist to speak Faculty Senate secretary retires
A senior scientist for the
U.S. Department of Energy
at the Argonne National Laboratory will speak at the University today.
Marc Ross, a professor of
physics at the University of
Michigan, will discuss ''The
Energy Crisis in Retrospect"
at 4 p.m. in the McFall Center
Assembly Room.
ROBS, who received his doctorate in physics from the
University of Wisconsin in
1963, co-directed the American Physical Society's study
of efficiency in energy use in
1974. His more recent activities have included being part
of the Mellon Institute's project team investigating en-

ergy productivity 'and
working in industrial investment in energy efficiency for
the Alliance to Save Energy.
The author of more than 100
technical papers, he cowrote, with Robert Williams
of Princeton University, a
book on energypolicy entitled
Our Energy: Regaining Control.
Ross also is a co-author of
an article in the June issue of
Scientific American that traces the changing role of energy and material use world
wide. He will review predictions and realities of energy
supply and demand as discussed in part of that article.

by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Retirement for many means a
lot of time with nothing to do.
For Jo Mahoney, it is a chance
to travel with her husband and
see America.
Mahoney. Faculty Senate secretary for the past 12 years, and
her husband, an employee of the
Chrysler corporation for 39
years, both retired Sept. 30 so
they can travel together and
enjoy themselves.
She said they plan to visit New
England, Vancouver and the
Blue Ridge Mountains "when
the azaleas are in bloom," and
maybe go abroad.

"We want to see America
first." she said. "There's so
much here."
They don't have any definite
plans yet, but they would like to
get to New England by this fall,
she said
Mahoney and her husband
counted down their last days of
work, looking forward to the
change in their lives.
" Irs a different phase of life
that I think will take some getting used to," she said.
"I hope we're not disappointed. Neither of us have to
retire now. We just made up our
minds to do it. I think it's the
right decision."

The soft-spoken Mahoney,
who doesn't like to be photographed, said the thing she will
miss most about working will be
her friends.
•I'VE MADE an awful lot of
friends on campus and I really
am going to miss them. They
come in. I talk to them on the
phone. I've made a lot of really
good friends," she said.
"I think everybody misses the
place where they work," she
said.
Mahoney said she decided to
work for the University because
the campus is beautiful.
"I decided it was the perfect

spot to work. I saw the campus
and just fell in love with it," she
said.
On the nature of Faculty Senate. Mahoney said, "It's not a
political body, not at all political, but I think it's an important
body."
Mahoney will still be involved
with the University, because she
has a typing service for faculty
and students. She has been typing manuscripts and papers in
her home for 20 years, and plans
to continue.
The Mahoneys have two children-a son and a daughter and five grandchildren.

Editorial
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President exploited
media credibility
Last week it was reported that the Reagan
Administration carried out a program of 'disinforming' the news media about plans to combat
Libyan dictator Col. Moammar Gadhafi's support
of terrorist activities in Europe and the United
States.
The administration's release of false information
regarding Libya constitutes a breach of the trust
Americans place in both their government and the
media.
Although the existence of the campaign was
officially denied. The Washington Post reported
that State Department memos indicated that information released to the press following the April
bombing raids on Libya was intentionally misleading.
The deceptive reports were intended to keep
Gadhafi off-guard by hinting at the prospect of
future military action.
In addition, administration sources said the campaign against Gadhafi was designed to cast doubt
among Libyans about his ability to lead the nation.
Conducting a propaganda campaign to combat a
dangerous aggressor is one thing; manipulating a
free press to influence a minor nuisance is an
entirely different matter.
Public confidence in the government is not to be
taken for granted. The act of leaking false information to the media has the potential to undermine
this confidence.
Actions of this nature reduce the administration
to the level of those nations which it accuses of not
allowing the exercise of free speech.
In effect, he is jeopardizing the credibility of the
American news media. Americans have developed
a sense of trust in the news media to provide
concise, accurate, and truthful information about
the events which shape their lives.
It is a sad situation when the President of the
United States has chosen to exploit that trust.

Lost in the mournin

by Mike Royko

I'm filled with dread at the
thought of the trauma millions
of sleepy-eyed Americans will
soon be enduring.
The ABC network has said
that host David Hartman will be
leaving its morning show in February.
In making the announcement,
a network vice president solemnly said:
"We will miss him, and so will
millions of Americans who look
to him and Good Morning America every day for assurance that
all was well with their world and
their lives."
Shortly after hearing this
news, I was lunching with some
friends, and I mentioned it to
them.
One of them moaned: "I don't
know if I can take it. When I get
up in the morning, who will
assure me that all is well with
my world and my life?"
You'll have to hang tough.
"That's easy to say. But I
remember the morning I was
just having my first cup of coffee when my teen-age daughter
told me she was pregnant. When
I asked my wife what we were
going to do, she threw her bottle
of tranquilizers at me, said she
was moving to California, and
walked out.
"I called my boss to tell him
I'd be late for work, and he told
me not to bother because I was
fired anyway. I dropped my
coffee cup and it landed on the
dog's head and he bit my foot.
i limped into the living room
in a daze and turned on the TV
set and saw David Hartman. I
think he was interviewing the
author of a best-selling book
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called The Artichoke Diet
"And suddenly I was assured
that all was well with my world
and my life. Thanks to David, I
could cope."

The man truly has a gift.
'1 feel the same way," said
my other lunch companion.
"Sometimes 111 bring in the
morning paper and read depressing headlines about terrorists,
farm forclosures, famine, nuclear buildups, floods and higher
taxes, and 111 start experiencing
anxiety.
"And 111 hear on the radio
that rush hour traffic is backed
up to the Canadian border, and
remember that yesterday the
doctor gave me my annual
checkup and told me I should get
a second opinion from an embalmer, and 111 notice that the
cat confused my hat with his
litter box.
"But all I have to do is turn on
David Hartman, and he'll be
sitting there so calm, interviewing the author of the best-selling
book: Pomegranates - The Secret of Sexual Potency.
"And I'll know all is well with
my world and my life."

Just then the waitress came
by and said, "Did I hear you
mention David Hartman?"
Yes. It has been announced
that he will soon be leaving the
morning show.

She turned pale and said, "I
don't believe it. For years I have
been getting up in the morning,
knowing that I am going to have
to spend the entire day waiting
tables, my feet throbbing, my
varicose veins getting worse,
and the Greek who owns this
place pinching me every time I
walk by.
"I get on the bathroom scale
and I'm still 30 pounds overweight from compulsive eating
because I'm nervous from worrying about not being able to pay
my therapist for treating me
because I'm ashamed of my
body.
"Does anyone care? Not my
drunken bum of a husband.
three years without a paycheck,
stealing my tip money and sitting in a saloon buying drinks for
floozies until all hours of the
night. Or my son. All he cares
about is going dancing with his

fiancee, a guy nai___.
"Then iU turn on my TV and
see David sitting there, interviewing the author of the bestselling book: The Secret Path to
Wealth - Cleaning Swimming
Pools, and I'll know that all is
well in my world and my life."
After leaving the restaurant,
we were still discussing this
national calamity when a frail
panhandler approached us. As I
handed him a dime, be said,
"Excuse me, but did I hear you
say David Hartman is leaving
the morning show?"
That's right.

He shook his head and said,
"What will I do. In the morning,
I often ask myself whether the
quest for financial success is
really worth all the stress of life
in the fast track. Then I turn on
my TV and..."
You watch David, and you
know that all is well in your
world and your life.
"Yes. How did you know?"
You're not alone, pal, you're
not alone.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

A prudent student
doesn't blow away
by Deb Gottschalk
The analagy was so apparent, and the coronation so obvious, it seemed like I had been struck
by a brick. I was in Sociology 202, and as we
discussed how hard work leads to success, I
thought about The Three Little Pigs.

pigs number one and two were chanting "Who's
afraid of the big bad wolf?" and shooting the
breeze? She wasn't at Brauthaus drinking beer,
or watching T.V. She was constructing her
house of brick. She was reading her econ book,
her psych and sociology. Can you believe it,
reading a chapter before it was actually due?

I'm sure you've read it, or perhaps someone
read it to you before bedtime when you couldn't
sleep. Mom might have immitated the huffing
and puffing wolf so well that it made you giggle.
But, that's not my point. I think that the three
pigs have been reincarnated, and now live on
my floor. Yes, the pigs are at Batchelder.

Pigs one and two often ridiculed three, who
lived down the hall. Looking in at her room on
their way to the bars, one and two would roll
their eyes when they saw her sitting at her desk
studying. They particularly found it funny when
pig three asked one, "please keep the music
down."

Do you all remember pig one and two, the lazy
ones? They needed a house, but instead of
taking their time and building it right, they used
hay and sticks.

Well, I think thepoint of The Three Little Pigs
is in the ending. The wolf comes in, huff in' and
puffin' and blows the houses down.

In their human form these two pigs are the
ones that study for half an hour before the test.
They usually skip class and get the notes from a
classmate. They are usually up at 3:00 ajn.,
typing a paper for an 8:30 class. This is not
because they've got twenty hours of class,
instead they had to watch Cosby, order a pizza,
and goof around. But just like those pigs, they
get it done - Just barely.
So what was pig number three doing while

For Bowling Green the big bad wolf is those
darned report cards. And when the wolf comes,
whose is the only house that remains standing?
You've got it - pig number three.
In the!
one in "gi
that is.

[>ig number three will be the
tig" ... with the university

Gottschalk is a sophomore pre-journalism
major from New Fairfield, Conn.

Letters
In the name of peace
This letter is in response to
Marc Brunner's commendable
letter on "Effective Lobbying"
in the BG News Oct. 1, 19%.
Although Brunner made a number of sound realizations, I must
protest to his assumptions of the
"vanguard." These protestors
are not so naive as to think that
they will change government
policy with marches and rallies.
Although their ultimate goal is
to bring the government to attention regarding nuclear disarmament, they realize that they
must first wake up the public.
And this is obviously going to
take more than a tap on the
shoulder.
The public has, unfortunately,
established and manifested its

apathetic view towards the nuclear threat. Imagine - apathy
towards life!
We. as a democracy, should be
working together to accomplish
Soals set for the betterment of
le people. Instead we let a
handful of corporate and militant powers manipulate us, our
future and our childrens' future.
The goal of the Peace Marcher
is to make the people realize
their responsibilities. In the
Marcher's words, "Part of our
message is that the individual
does make a difference
The
purpose of the march is to dispel
the sense of hopelessness surrounding global issues." They
are, in effect, trying to reach the
people before the bombs do!
Brunner suggests that there is
a "better way
ray. I, for one, would
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like to be enlightened as to how
the "ijnlimited source of lobbying pressure... could be tapped
into, organized, legitimized and
found appealing to the generally
apathetic and often ignorant
public," as Brunner suggests. I
respect his premise, but where
are the steps for accomplishment?
Not only have the Peace
Marchers given up nearly a year
of their lives to make a stand for
what they believe in (Global
Nuclear Disarmament), but
they are trying, by any means
they have available, to spread
the word and involve the apprehensive public. Some of these
means include dispersing petitions, rallies in major cities and
a tape vocalizing the need for
world peace.
"I like to believe that people in
the long run are going to do
more to promote peace than our
government. Indeed, I think that
people want peace so much that
one of these days governments
had better get out ofthe way and
let them have it." These are,
ironically, the words of former
U.S. President and U.S. Army
five- star General Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
The marchers are paving the
way to Washington in the name
of Peace
what are the rest
of us doing?
Debra Braden
SMProut
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Take the initiative
In response to Mr. Brunner's
letter to the editor on October 1
concerning effective lobbying:
First, Mr. Brunner claims
that there are only two types of
students on this campus when it
comes to the issue of nuclear
arms. He suggests that students
"feel they can do nothing to
change our arms policy or
"feel they can change the policy
by protests and sit-ins." What
Brunner fails to recognize (perhaps because it would weaken
his arguments) is that there are
students who feel the same way
Mr. Brunner does about the current nuclear arms policy. (You
are not alone in your concern,
Brunner.)
The second mistake Brunner
makes is claiming that the current persons involved in sit-ins
and the like have been "somewhat ineffective." Of course one
sit-in in Bowling Green, Ohio,
may not change governmental
Slides (as Brunner assumes as
i goal of the rally participants.) However, one sit-in in
Bowling Green may spur other
sit-ins or the formation of effec-

Former USG vice-president
Brad Krider was incorrectly
identified In yesterday's News.
The USG vice president is Jeff
Slater.

Next, I think Mr. Brunner
makes his largest mistake by
assuming that the issue of nuclear arms is clearly one of
governmental policy. There is a
"higher" policy at work here,
and I think Brunner blatantly
fails to acknowledge it. He assumes that the nuclear arms
race is a policy of the American
community. What an ethnocentric viewpoint of such a powerful
and important issue! Does Brunner think that if the United
States stops the testing and usage of nuclear weapons that
every other country will adopt
our same policy?
Brunner says that the current
efforts have "unfortunately, not
been enlightened enough."
Frankly, I think they are one
step ahead of Brunner. Mr.
Brunner, if you are as concerned
with this issue as you sound, I
suggest that you help in the
formation of an "effective lobby
group." To use your words, if I
may, "The protestors have laid
the foundation. Let's finish the
structure." If you will accept the
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tive lobbyists ... with the ultimate goal of stopping the arms
race.
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challenge, call me and we'll do
something.
Amy Moreland
417 Ashley

Sparking controversy
I would like to congratulate
Craig Hergert and John Nehrenz
(A the BG News and Bowling
Green Review respectively.
Congratulations gentlemen, you
have succeeded in finally sparkXsome controversies at this
rwise apathetic campus.
Recently, several articles and
editorials have been devoted to
telling the public how traditional, conservative and apathetic they are at Bowling
Green. This may be true, but
what can be done about it? Let's
face it, until people start speaking up about these opinions (regardless of how well supported
they may be) nothing will
change.
Keep up the good work, make
people think, or otherwise we
will stagnate in our own indifference.
LouAnne Reich
487 Ashley

by Berke Breathed
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Fires set in dorm Students court medieval times

University police responded to
a fire call at midnight Monday in
Chapman Hall where a bulletin
board on the third floor was set
on fire. Police said fire alarms
in the building did not activate,
and the Ore was put out by
students using paper cups.
Police said another tire was
started about 1:30 a.m. on the
same bulletin board. The case

has been classified as arson, and
police are investigating.
Augie Galvan, Chapman's hall
director, said the fire alarms
went off when the bulletin board
was set on fire the second time.
Galvan said his staff is checking out the fire alarm system
and should know soon why the
alarms did not go off for the first
fire.

Blotter
Bicycles, bike tires stolen
Three bicycles and tires from a
fourth were reported stolen
Monday to city police.
A white Scnwinn Varsity
men's 10-speed with red and
blue trim was reported stolen
from the 1400 block of Clough
Street at 1:11 p.m. At 3:45 p.m. a
black "standard" bicycle was
reported stolen from the 400
block of South Summit Street A
baby-blue Murray girl's 10speed was reported stolen from
the 300 block of South Palmer
Drive at 6:20 p.m.
Meanwhile, two tires were reported missing from a bicycle in

the 100 block of Ridge Street at 4
p.m.
D

a

D

A University student was cited
for disorderly conduct early yesterday after he began shouting
at a police officer who was talking with the student's friend,
police said.
John Palmer, 615 Second St.
Apt. 3, was cited at 2 a.m.
Palmer is from Columbus.
Police also cited the host of a
"loud party" at 128 N. Summit
St. for disorderly conduct at 3:07
a.m. yesterday.

Group revives the gallantry of King Arthur's time
by Jeny Yametsky

staff reporter

Knights in armor battle with swords
until one of the two scores a victorious
blow. People in brightly-colored medieval
garb wander the Union Oval, brushing
away bees following the scent of warm,
spiced mulled cider. Music from another
era rings through the air. The losing
knight, after dying on the green, revives
and begins explaining techniques and
rules of tournament fighting.
It's not a time warp. It's a demonstation
put on yesterday by the Bowling Green
chapter of the Society for Creative
Anachronisms.
The society began with a tournament put
on by students in a Berkeley, Calif., back
yard in May 1966. Since then, SCA has
K5wn to hundreds of local chapters,
own as shires or marches, in 11 kingdoms" in the United States, Canada, Europe and Australia. There are also several
"floating" shires aboard U.S. Navy ships.
Bowling Green's chapter is part of the
Middle Kingdom (the "Barony of Middle
Marches") and is named the March of the
Marshes. Other marches and shires in the

CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMENSPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
OENRAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)*
We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns of women and
have familarity with and understanding of women's issues to apply for the
Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA.
Return the application form by Monday, October 13:
The Women'* Center
315D Student Services Building
372-2281
I am Interested In applying for the Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA.

Address

SCA RECREATES the arts and sciences
of medieval societies and presents them in
the way they were originally used. Beside
the tournaments, which were the social
events of the High Middle Ages, SCA puts
on quests and fairs and recreates wars.
Arts and sciences recreated are cooking,
the making of clothing and pottery, calligraphy, armor-making and bone and wood
carving.
"It's a wonderful way to learn and to
channel a lot of creative energy," said the
Marshes' Seneschal (chapter president),
Lady Elizabeth Talbot, also known as
senior fashion merchandising major Beth
McMahon.
McMahon said SCA makes it easy to
leam history and the way of life.
"It's not just something on paper," she
said.
A member's "persona" in the society is
very important. A member of the society
picks a historical figure or type of person
from the Middle Ages, whose identity he or

she assumes. It could be anyone from a
French nobleman to a German peasant,
said the March of Marshes Minister of the
Sciences Berndt z Huscentz, also known as
Brian Huss, junior creative writing major.
Berndt z Huscentz was a Bohemian
Hussite soldier who fought the Holy Roman Empire from 1415-1436. Lady Elizabeth Talbot was a widowed landowner of
Tudor England.
ANY PERSONA is appropriate, said
Huss. Others in the March of the Marshes
are a French nobleman and a Norman (the
Normans took over England in the Battle
of Hastings in 1066).
McMahon said researching a persona is
a good way to leam how things were really
done in the time period.
The easiest way to get involved is to
attend a tournament. The only requisite
for participation is to wear period attire
(pre-1600).
"SCA-the meetings and the events sanctifies all that is good: politeness,
generosity, respect for others and honor. It
captures the cnivalry and nobility," Huss
said. "Above all, (the purpose is) to have
fun at the expense of no one."
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* ACGFA Is the committee responsible for recommending allocations of General Fee money to

area are the March of the Crossing of Red
Spires in Toledo and the March of the
Pnoenix in Cincinnati. There are also
marches in Cleveland and Akron.

Compared to other ski areas

BRECKENRIDGE, COLORADO
is the place to be!
—School ofHPER presents the—

official "COLLEGE DAYS" Package
January 3-11, 1987 $294
• Basic beginner instruction
• video taping & analysis
• 1 Hour PEG Credit

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*

FIRST 25 SIGN-UPS RECEIVE USE OF SKIS,
BOOTS & POLES
Sign up at the HPER Dept.
200 Memorial Hall
B. Conibear 372-8249

*
J.************************************************

student organisations.

HOMECOMING!
HOMECOMING!.'
HOMECOMING!!!
FALCONS
IS

EASTERN MICHIGAN
Introducing Our New Double Beef Burrito Supreme.
With all of the beef already in our Burrito Supreme? it's hard
to imagine adding any more. But we did. Our new Double Beef
Burrito Supreme has twice as much seasoned ground beef as
our regular Burrito Supreme—for a bigger, beefier taste.
We've even added these money-saving coupons to get you
in to try one. In fact, if we added anything else you'd need a
bigger mouth.

The Cure for the Common Meal."
Purchasea
I Double Beef Bumto Supreme I
at the regular price and
get a regular taco FREE.
Please present this coupon when
onJenng. Limit: One
coupon per visit.
Not good with any
other offer.
Cash redemption value
is l/20th cent. Good
ttnly at participating

Taco Bell* restaurants.
Offer expires 11/10/86.

*
*
*
*
*
*
§
*
*
*

CO |

*BETI

DsCLL.

I

,$1.99
I Double Beef Burrito Supreme I
I
and Medium Drink.
I

I
I

Please present this coupon when
ordenng. Limit: One
coupon per visit.
Not good with any
other offer.
Cash redemption value
is l/20th cent. Good
only at participating
Taco Bell* restaurants.

Offer expires II'JO/86.

La mmm warn mmm mmm mmm mmm
clwT.,.,Mia»p.

1:30 - SATURDAY, OCTOBER // - PERRY FIELD

15
= THE STREAK
-KEEP IT ALIVE!
SWIMS. JOUR HBP IS NEED® TO KEEP WE NATIONS
LONGEST HOME WINNING STREAK IN BOWLING GREEN.

GET YOUR ALL-SPORTS PASS OR
STUDENT GENERAL ADMISSION
TICKET TODAY!!

GROUND EASTERN!

News Briefs
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Mississippi flooding leaves thousands homeless
Thousands of Midwestern flood victims remained homeless yesterday and their governors
Eressed claims for federal aid as rivers drained
iward the swollen Mississippi River, forcing
about 1,200 people to evacuate in East St. Louis,

m.

For thousands of others, the cleanup was under
way.
There are about a jillion dead worms in my
basement," Diane Hoist, 52, of Gurnee, 111., said
as she scrubbed down her flood-damaged house.
"It smells like dead carp."
Mrs. Hoist said there was one smell she didn't
mind - wet dog. She said she and her husband Ray
had sent their cocker spaniel to a relative to

escape the flooding, but "after a few days, he
swam home.... We thought it was a good sign."
"A school bus driver told me she can tell which
kids live in the flooded areas - they smell," said
Adele Diion of Gurnee.
The floods forced up to 55,000 people from their
homes at one time or another: 30.000 in Oklahoma,
16,000 in Illinois, 7,000 in Missouri and 1,500 to 2,000
in Kansas.
PRESIDENT REAGAN declared parts of northeastern Illinois federal disaster areas yesterday,
clearing the way for federal aid to victims of the
flooding.
Representatives of Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas and Michigan also pressed aid applications.

Panel recommends better defense against spies
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States has
improved at catching spies but has neglected
defensive technology ana personnel policies that
could put more obstacles between spies and the
nation's secrets, the Senate Intelligence Committee said yesterday.
"The hostile intelligence threat is more serious
than anyone in the government has yet acknowledged publicly," the panel said in a 141-page staff
report, "Meeting the Espionage Challenge."
The product of 16 months of investigation, the
report recommended 95 changes to bolster the
nation's protection against spies.
Among the top recommendations were:

• Reducing the number of Soviet diplomats in
this country.
• Expensive encoding of government and private telephone calls and data transmitted by
satellite.
• A new system for authorizing leaks of classified information by government officials who are
not publicly named.
• New secret warrants for FBI counterintelligence break-ins, for which no court review is now
provided.
• Clearing the backlog of reinvestigations of
employees with access to secrets.
• Establishing government-wide standards for
protecting secret data.o handle it.

Reagan urges Congressional unity on arms issue
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan appealed directly to Congress yesterday to erase
tough restrictions on his nuclear weapons program, arguing that his weekend summit with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev "can only succeed if our government is united."
Two days before flying to Iceland, Reagan
summoned Democratic and Republican congressional leaders to a White House breakfast to
"make a special appeal" for lifting House-passed
barriers to his arms buildup.
"It is exceedingly difficult for me to enter into
discussions with the Soviets when legislative
restrictions apply to the very areas that are under
negotiations with the Soviets," Reagan told the

lawmakers.
"I ask you not to tie my hands. Don't undermine
my negotiating position. Each of you are key to
any chance we have of proceeding with a united
government. I appreciate very much your efforts
> help make this trip a success."
Reagan's comments were relayed to reporters
by Larry Speakes, his chief spokesman.
THE HOUSE has approved a budget measure
that would ban nuclear tests, prohibit testing of
anti-satellite weapons, require adherence to the
SALT II treaty and freeze funding for Star Wars
defense. A Senate version of the bill contains no
such restrictions.

LaRouche declares innocence in fraud charges
WASHINGTON (AP) - Political extremist Lyndon LaRouche, his inner circle penetrated by
indictments and a sweeping federal fraud investigation, declared yesterday that "I have committed no crime" and "will not submit passively
to an arrest."
LaRouche, who was not indicted, responded to
the charges against 10 of his followers and five of
his organizations by saying the Reagan administration will be "condemned by history" if federal
prosecutors seek to charge him, after a massive
raid seeking records at his headquarters in Leesburg, Va.
"I will not submit passively to an arrest, but in
such a scenario I will defend myself," LaRouche
said in a statement ready by Warren Hamerman,
head of LaRouche's National Democratic Policy
Committee.

LaRouche's statement was described as "a
personal message" to President Reagan. LaRouche also charged that Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev "demanded my head as a price" for
the Iceland summit with Reagan this weekend.
LaRouche, a frequent fringe candidate for president who says he is running again in 1968,
espouses bizarre theories of global conspiracy
involving the Queen of England, international
drug traffickers, the Soviet KGB and prominent
Americans.
HE ALSO blamed the raids, which involved
nearly 400 police and federal investigators, on
White House chief of staff Donald Regan and
Assistant Attorney General-designate William
Weld, formerly the U.S. attorney in Boston, where
the federal investigation began.

Equidorian sweaters are back

FREE PIZZA & POP

QS C^leaant f-^aiiaae

[formerly Lisa's Wild & Wooly]

When you make an Anti-Apartheid Sign

Wednesday Oct. 8
Amani 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

C^ieaant
eaani /-"
f-^caS&aae
Jol

presents their newest fall line
in the Main Lobby, Student Unio'ri j \
October 16 & 17
j%*
aai-1

Signs are to be used in a
Fight Apartheid in South Africa Rally
Thursday Oct. 9.1986
Union Oval 12 noon • 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Black Student Union

IDC

Great Looks for Class or Leisure

■it-Ctir ft-iift ft ft ftftftftftftftft ft ft ft ft ft Irtrk ftftftftft ft ft ftftft
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HOMECOMING 1986

Geometries-quilted prints or polyknit stripes

Specially Priced

25% Off

Modeled by (left to right) Maureen Sheeher, Pam Mazey and Becky Harris

525 KiJp

ZJne J-^owder /

u

ft

352-6225

CATCH THE SPIRIT
Tuesday through Friday:
Button Hunt - Clues on WFAL and posted in Off Campus Student
Center

Today:
9am - 5pm • King & Queen Elections, Foyer of Union
7pm - Black Interest Group Stomp Down, NE Commons

Thursday:
6:30pm • Finals of all campus Eucher Tournament, Off
Campus Student Center
8pm - Homecoming Mixer -Crucial DBC's last BG Appearance,
$1, Ballroom
8pm - MSA Fashion & Talent Show, NE Commons

Friday:

6:30pm - THE SNAKE w/ band, Freddy & Frieda,
Cheerleaders, SIC SIC, Banners, DO DAS
PLUS: Pep Rally, Bon Fire, Fireworks, Art Show, Stomp
Down. Dance

ftft ftftft ftftftftftft ft ftftft ftftftftftft ftftftftft ftftft-kftftftir

Sports
Transfer makes changes Ruggers win
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by Matt Winkeljohn
sports reporter

A madman.
He Is anything but.
He is lie Kocevski. And
Kocevski said his unselfish attitude is not only a personal plus,
but a key to Bowling Green's
improvement on last year's 4-114 record to the team's current 62-2 mark.
"We are a team. There are no
groupies on this team,"
Kocevski said. "We play as a
unit, not as individuals."
Soccer has long been a large
part of Kocevski's life. He began
playing the world's most popular sport when he was six.
Kocevski's father, a native Yugoslavian, has long been the
driving force behind lie's field
career.
"Dad was the influence. I wish
he would come and see me play,
he used to come to all my games
at Morrisville," the mechanical
design major said. "He sits
down with me after games and
straightens me out. He writes
every thing down on a piece of
paper. He tells me where I
should have gone with the ball
and what I should have done."
Kocevski went to Morrisville
(NY) Junior College the last two
years. The college is only 45
minutes from the Kocevskis'
Syracuse home.
Kocevski would have gone
straight to Division I soccer had
his grades been better. His decision to attend Morrisville proved
prosperous for both parties involved. Kocevski earned the
grades necessary to attend a
major college and Morrisville
head coach Art Lemery got a
quality soccer-person.
"ILE WAS an excellent

by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

player. He generated the attack
through the midfield, he had
good vision for the game," Lemery said. "And he kept the team
on a light note. I'm not saying he
was the team funny guy, but he
always had a comment to keep
the team in a good attitude."
Kocevski did not spend the
last two years playing for a lame
program. While he was at Morrisville, the team amassed a 334-1 record. Three of the losses
came in season-ending national
tournaments.
Last year, Kocevski was voted
the team's most valuable offensive player
His present coach, Gary
Palmisano, likes the midfielder's work ethic.
Said Palmisano, "lie's a solid
team player. He plays with tremendous amount of determination and desire."
Last fall, Kocevski wrote
Palmisano and other coaches.
At a national convention in January, Palmisano talked to Lemery about Kocevski, liked what
he heard, and made a scholarship offer.
Kocevski eventually landed
scholarship opportunities at
Florida International, Northeast
Louisiana, Fairleigh-Dickinson
and BG. After eliminating the
other schools for various reasons, he chose BG and has a
partial scholarship.
Kocevski was accustomed to
playing zone defense and has
adjusted to Palmisano's method
of heavy and constant man-toman pressure. And even though
Morrisville has a solid junior
college program, the skill of
their opponents left Kocevski
with another change to worry
about.
"I LEARNED division one

MRK'SPYZZA
$5.95 LARGE
2 ITEM PIZZA

"The people here are calmer and
quieter. . . that has helped me study
more. It seemed like the people in New
York were out to have a good time."
-lie Kocevski
soccer is a lot smarter and has
afaster pace," Kocevski said.
"At first I went to Palmo (Palmisano) and asked to be redshirted."
Palmisano had other ideas.
"We just told He to be patient
and give it time. A junior college
player adjusting to college soccer is no different than a freshman," the Falcon top dog said.
"Except that he has had a taste
of college soccer."
Kocevski now fits comfortably
into the BG system. He has
started every game and scored
two goals. He lists his greatest
satisfaction to date as making
the all-tournament team at the
Akron Holiday Soccer Classic
early last month.
But there is always room for
improvement and Kocevski. no
exception to this rule, said he
needs to work on his heading and
his shooting.
Kocevski trys to play within
his skills.
"I don't have the speed to beat
people on the field. I have to
work at something else, and give
it off to other people, he said.
"Socrates (a Brazilian great)
distributes the ball all the time.
He's my size, I'd like to play like
him."
TEAMMATE RON Haines
complimented Kocevski's style.
"He goes out to practice early
all the time. And he works hard
I

on the field," the fullback said.
"He switches the field well, he
moves the ball around a lot.
Kocevski described the switch
from Morrisville to BG.
"The people here are calmer
and quieter. They're more into
their studies. That has helped
me study more," he said. "It
n See De, page 6.

DART
Mon.,Oct. 13th at 7pm
Kaufman's Downtown
Pre-register at:

Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.

Purcell's Bike Shop

TONIGHT 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union

Sign up now lor 4th Annual
BG Dart League
Starts Oct. 13th

Puree!''

WAHMA HrHY PgQPILg ??

Bike SUOD

&

WSA

SPECIAL OFFER

30 RESUMES for $30
plus a FREE SIX PACK of

E]

z

e

|Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza|

with this coupon - oiler expires October 31.19S6
Include! 1 page typesetting
i c/^_^IM'S
Fine paper - Quality printing
' Quick Service
' Convenient Downtown Location
111 South Main - 352-5762
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Delta Gamma
Congratulates Their
New Initiates

Janet Rowden

Cindy DeMorko7

53
55

53
53
5j

Joelle Ruby
Maria Valassiades

Karen Freitag £
Tracey Worsfold 5

• JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»JV»

B.G.S.U. THEATRE
Presents
THE PLAYBOY
OF THE WESTERN WORLD

jFor Reservations, call 372-2719^
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FALCON SOCCER
vs.

EVANSVILLE

*
*

3:00-THURSDAY-COCHRANE FIELD
• BE THERE TO HELP THE FALCONS
UPSET THE NATION'S NO. 1 TEAM!!
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

THIS WEEKEND!!
FALCON VOLLEYBALL
vs.
VS.
EASTERN MICHIGAN
7:00
FRIDAY

*
*
*
*
*
*

CENTRAL MICHIGAN
7:00
SATURDAY

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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The Arrangement
181S. Main
Bowling Green

352-4101
352-4143

HVIIHtf MQIHiAV & THIUIBeiAV
C3 Gn3!M S:3® TDLEL 4G3®
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ANDERSON ARENA

"...a vibrant comedy"
By J. M. Synge
October 9-11 at 8 p.m.
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE
Second Floor University Hall fW
Adults $4, Students/Seniors $2 j§

Because Jesus still changes lives...

Fellowship of
Christian Students

TOURNEY

131 W. Wooster
352-6264

The Bowling Green rugby
club raised its record to 21-2
as the A, B, C and D squads
all won, but the A's had better
get their act together if they
nope to avoid a repeat of last
fall's Ohio Rugby
Championships this weekend
in Columbus.
The A squad defeated Miami's A team 19-9, but did not
do so in convincing fashion.

After the Falcons built a 134
halftone lead, Miami responded with three penalty
kicks on three Falcon mental
errors. Then BG "woke up"
and iced the match with a try
and conversion.
"At the half we had the
Same under control, but in
le second half we came out
flat," said Falcon coach
Roger Mazzarella. "They
lulled us to sleep and we quit
attacking. Then we caught
D See Rugby, page 6.

CALL
We're here to help
Emergency Road Service
Triptik maps and TourBooks
World's largest travel agency
foreign and domestic services
American Express
Travelers Cheques-fee treed
Car rental discounts
Insurance

lM(f*b&ii^lGimto...<fi&
Annette

Cindy

20% OFF
one of the following

haircuts, permanents, luminizing
highlighting, sculptured nails
—with this adexpires 10-22-86

<M

1

TRAVEL
AGENCY

AAA TRAVEL AGENCY
3S2-S276
WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
354-2511
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take on the Flyers in the first
round of the Championships.
"It's a grudge thing, said
iirop Dave Cramer. "We're
Mixing forward to playing them
because last year they said
some bad things (about us)
which are unquotable."
CAPTAIN MARK Laimbeer
echoed his teammates words.
"It is a revenge factor, more
so because we played poorly,"
said Laimbeer, who scored a
penalty kick and a SO yard drop

Rugby
a Continued from page 5.
our second wind and woke up."
This was almost the same
scene as a year ago this weekend when Bowling Green opened
an 8-0 lead over Dayton in the
first round of the Ohio
Championships, only last year
they lost 14-« and almost missed
getting into the Midwest Universities Cup in the spring. This
year the Falcons will once again

kick against Miami. "We'll try
and beat them as bad as we can.
We'll try and kill them."
Also scoring for the Falcons
were Tony Konczak who tallied
a try, a conversion and a penalty
kick and Rob Clark, who posted

a try.

Although the club did not play
their best rugby, Mazzarella
pointed out one bright spot in the
match.
"John Lonsert was hitting
punts near 60 yards each time,"

said Mazzarella. "Once Miami
would get close he would boot it
away and they would have to
start all over.
The B team also won 12-4 over
Miami in what Mazzarella
termed "a very poorly played
game". Mike Verdes and Bill
Califiura scored tries for the
Falcons, while Tom Stiberth
kicked two conversions.
"I'm worried about these
guys," Mazzarella said,
y're the future A team and

it will be up to them for BG to
keep winning."
The C ana D teams also won.
The C's defeated Miami 32-3
while the D's beat Dayton 104.

He Continued from page S.
seemed like the people in New
York were out to have a good
time."
Kocevski yearns for a shot at

Aside from the Ohio
Championships this weekend at
Bolton Airfield for the A and B
squads, who are each seeded
number one in their own respective divisions, the C, D and E
squads will play Ohio State in a
three match series.

work out, 111 probably go Into
my profession. My father owns a
machine shop and I'll work
there."
But for now, BG is home and
soccer dominates his life.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

Hey Kappa Deltas
Have a super week'
AOT

"S{*n*f« Club""
Jotfi us lw conversation how Thursday. 8-9
p m at Potyeye s Al are wetcornet

FOUND Readng QtasaflS with clear rtms on
sjdewa* near South Han Cal 353-5911

Import Night every Wed a Sat
5 00 ■ close al Polyeyes Piua

Lost 3 keys on Hawaa key nng on Sept 26
Probably m Gtsh ram Please cal Patty at

440 E Court 352 9638

Accounung Club Fal Bar B-Q
Thursday October 9. 146 ManvMe. 5 30-''
Members who have part and prospective
members invited Dues may be pax) tn the Accounting Oept Office $6 tor 1 semester. $10
tor the entire year Guests may be mvrted at $3
each

352-0069
Lost Gold cham with smal cross has senttmentalvafcje Please can 352-0394

RIDES

Al are welcome to attend ErG meeting tonight to
discuss Sugar Creeh cleanup 7 30 p m «n
Hayes Hal Resource Room

Ride needed lo Nashv*e. Tenn the weekend ot
Oct 17-19 Wl help with gas $ Cal Kim

Ari.T'on Hospitaefy Management Society Club
MemMrs Meeting Wednesday. Oct 8 at 8 30
p m m 112 Lie Science Speaker Dave Stan
lord on Co-op top opportunities (Remember
dues]

372-6165
RIDE NEEDED TO THE PITTSBURGH AREA
FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT 10-12 WIUING TO SHARE GAS PLEASE CALL SEEME
AT 352-1999

Beta AJpna Psi and Accounting Club
meeting Wednesday. October 8. 7 30 pm
Community Suite. University Union Arthur
young and Co present a program on Tax
Helorm Act ol 1986

SERVICES OFFERED

Over 50 beers ol the Work)
Moal starting at JI 10
Jeff.
rm HOOKED on you' Waa there reefy a party
on 2nd and High? I was honest when I said I
wanted lo see you again* Karen
KELUANN
I couldn't have a better big11 am very fortunate''
Luv. UT Kim
Lasagne Special Tomorrow
Break the cafeteria habit
Lasagne only S2 every Thurs fal 9pm
Polyeyes Pma 352-9638
LAST YEAR'S MARK
1069
HELP US SNAKE PAST
3000

BG News meeting lor volunteers- writers and
photographers -every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Hail For further information call
372 2603

New Doctor1 Town 4 Country Aramal Health
Care now open (Formerly Recker Veterinary
Cemc)Dr VickjFroboae 1616E WooeterSt.
352 1478 Student rales avaaable

NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT ULTIMATE
FRISBEE-SIGN UP NOW" Entries due Thurs
day. Oct 18. by 4.00pm al 108 SRC Tournament wat be held Oct 18 19

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK
Speakers trom loui major corporations including
III Smuceer. the Plain Dealer. O'Neils and
Wyse Advertising win be here Oct 13 16th «i
the Ohio Suite located on the 3rd floor Universi
ty Unon at 7 30 each night Sponsored by
AMA and OPEN TO THE PUBUC"1 Pleese
dress lormaty Don't rmss this chance to learn
about your opportunities ol me 10b market1

Pregnant? Concerns'' Free pregnancy lest, objective Information By appointment or wafk-m
Cal now 354 HOPE

Plua By The Sace
SI 00 per sice Polyeyes Pizza
440 E Court 352-9638

TYPING SERVICES for al types of papers 75
cents a page (Dbtopc ) 90 cents a page lor
dissertations Cal 352-3987 trom 8 a m -9
pm

Regeter to an S50 m merchandise at
GROOVY RECORDS Drawing October 18
425 E Wooater (behind Davy Mart) Open
Mon Sat 11 -8

Miscellaneous fall clean-up a light hauling.
372-4395, Ful spectrum landscaping done
Shrubs planted-trees removed

RICKEY JOHNS
HAPPY BELATEO BIRTHOAY
HERE'S YOUR DAMN PERSONAL
LOVE YA ROOMIE
MICKEY

CHRISTIANS IN COMMUNICATION
Organizational meeting open to al Christians involved in any area ol cornrnuracatiori tournaksm. IPCO Engfcsh. RTVF. VCT. etc Thurs
day. Oct 9. 7 00 p m . Commons. 2nd floor
West Hal

PERSONALS

Come loin our Fnsbee Show at the Union Oval.
Wednesday October 8 from 3 00 p m 6 00
with T J
Jose Luna. Brent Free
watermelon and munohies

•••AMA"*
Membership drive Monday. Oct 6 through Fn
day. Oct 10 from 9 30 am until 4 00 p m m
rhe BA foyer Broaden your rob opportunities'

Don't miss Dr Marc Ross today at 4 p m m
McFal Assembly Room It you are unmtormeo
has talk wil explain energy efficiency as It relates
lo al our futures He is senior scientist (or the
U S Dept ol Energy

ANNUAL HOMECOMING ART SHOW
Open to el
Casual ArMI-Enter Now'
Deadline Oct 8
Entries Available Oft Campus Student
Center. Basement of Moseley. 372-2573

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
JOIN ADVERTISING CLUB TONIGHT
and team about the National Student Advertising
Competition Ohio Suite 3rd floor Union. 7 30

Batchetder 3rd Highs 1985-86 It's a reunion1
Meet at Berries for dinner at 5:00 p.m. on
Thursday 110-9) See ya there' Love. Beth

pm
NEW INTRAMURAL SPORT- ULTIMATE
FRISBEE-SIGN UP NOW" Entries due Thursday. Oct 18 by 4 00 pm in 108 SRC Tourna
menl w* be held Oct 18-19

BGSU Waller Ski Weeks lo Steamboat. Vail or
Keystone with five or seven night deluxe lodg
rig. Ml tickets, mountain picnic, parties, ski
race. more, from SI42' Hurry, cal Sunchaae
Tours for more information toll free
1-800-321 5911 TODAY'

SEIUNG 5 SALES MANAGEMENT
CLUB MEETING
OCT 8. 1986
7 00 P M ASSEMBLY ROOM
MCFALL CENTER
SPEAKER FROM M C I
The Homecoming Snake-Dance « on Friday.
Oct 10 at 6 30 p m If you would like to parade
under the WSA Banner, sign up at 411 South
Hal or meet us m the Compton parking lot at
6 00pm
Wednesday. October 8 7 30 am . Home
Economics Honors Student Breakfast. Home
Economics Living Center

"ATTENTION"
ALL CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO
ENTER A BANNER Ofl OC-OAM IN
THIS YEAR'S HOMECOMING SPIRIT
CONTESTI
CALL TERESA AT 1624953 TO ENTERI

T1MI.
Get ready for a wad mghtThe day is coming
lastMasslve partying al mght longOctober 18th
WILL be a btastliAMY

Brenda C (my Me ledheedl
Oh how I love fieri
Glenn F (C D )
IS. I LOVE TO SHROOMI

•"VOTE TODAY'"
BOBBIE JEAN KOPYAR
FOR
HOMECOMING QUEEN 1086

Chna (he-she).
I had fun Sat al Brathaus Wil l see you again?
Janet (412 McW 4318)

-Bobble Jean KopyerCongratulations on being chosen for Homecomng Court We are very proud of you! Love, your
Alpha Ph. sisters
-Darby Strtne'
Congratutations on your KKQ— SAE pinnlngC 10
Gregg You ten are ao cule together! Should
wo expect engagement by Thanksgl.lng!?
Love, your Ksppa Slelera
■Julio Wilkinsonyour BIG loves you!

The Psychology Dept T.A.R.P.S presents a
colloquium wtlti Dr. Joseph Rychlak, Protassor. Loyola Univ.: TIM Possibility ol a
Rigorous Humanistic Psychology. Thur.Oct.
9. 3.30 pm. RiTi.112.LHe Sciences BkJg. FreeOpen lo the pubHe.

Purcef's Bike Shop 352-6264
Get your Homecoming muma a organge carna
hona at CONNECTIONS 518 E Wooeler
Hey Alpha Dells' Dele party
"LION IN THE HAY" • on the way'
Do you have your dates?

ATTENTION BLONDE QUY-WHITE T-SHIRTLAUNDRY MAT-MONDAY 9-Z2-O0:
Let's make a laundry date'
"The gal who answers peyphones-6728"
Attention Mike-Span. 102 last spring.
(Wrecker) Didn't think I'd see you agami That
rainy gampee Wed waan't enough-l rrass watching you regularly' AA 1914
BOBBIE JEAN KOPYAR
Congratulatione on making Horriocoming Court!
We're so proud ol our roomie' Alpha Phi Love
and EspoceVJy Ours. Kim. Melody, and Koayn
CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS CHRISTIANS
There are many other aludonta on campus
who share In your love for Jesus Christ and
farth God's word. Please don't go without
leHowship wondering how to moot them. The
Fellowship ol Christian students (FCS) Is a
non-denomlnatlonal campua outreach
dedicated lo Christian growth. We moot
TONIGHT. 7:00 p.m.. Alumni Room. Student
Union. Please loot welcome.
Congratulations Doug Ruch
Sigma Phi Epslkm's
Brother ol Ihe Week

.Sfe/Aj-Ti.

KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
rtsr PWPruunON ajajfjuajfjfj suci ajajj

OART LEAGUE
Now Forming
Purcell'a Bike Shop

FsjJai
Thanks tor another terrific tea' Remomber-.ftwd
time la a charm'Low. Ihe KDs

rv«i-w*- C*nn i- an 'Mil '11 law u S C*n I AMM
hxiai nun waawa —fat
ourtiM a r irari cau toil raft ass m iraz

PREPARE TO
GET SNAKED
FRIDAY
AT 6:30

Q-E-T S+eA-K-E-0
Of -T S-N-A-K-E-D
O-E-T S-N-A-K-E-D

HAPPY aVOAY JOY 0AYLORD
TO THE SEXY FUZZY THAT
HAS ALL MY ATTENTION
YOU'RE THE GREATEST
LOVE. SCOTT
JENNY ZRAIK
I AM SO EXCITED TO BE YOUR BK3i
YOU ARE THE BEST!
00 LOVE AND MINE. BK3?
P S QOOO LUCK FINOING ME HINT IUVE IN
THE HOUSE

Jon Mane*

inactive RN'a end LPN's Are you ready to step
back kilo nursing? Start over m a caring environment Wood County Nursing Home needs a tulnme LPN and a part-lane RN Cal 353-8411
18-4 30
Marketing representative
Self motivated iraSMdueJs. waVig to work afternoons, evenings. Musi have car Part or lultime poemone avaaable Earnings $200-300
per weak Cal Mr Finch or Mr Popper al
878-6531 for an interview

Rabbit. Thanx for watching Mccnaghwig with
me. oven tough you newer pay attention DHF
Resident Haiia Show Your Spirit I
Participate m me Homecomng Window Splash
Cash prizes wl be awarded
1M--S25.
2nd--$15. and3rd-S10 For more Information
contact your hoi director or eel Peggy
353-1067.
RICHELLE "RICKEY" JOHNS
Hey Tomboy. Mutfmheed. Happy 20th' Oel
ready for tonight we're gonna do If al- compare
smokes, shower end boors, tmv happy hours.
Brathaus. coffee and beer, pelvic action. JMB.
have a man over, I never, mashing, thrashing
and shaking, head lor the pleasure palace so
we can do it m the road For God s sake, I'm
rambfcng now so I'm gonna slop chit charting
and raty One word ol advice ducky, do keep
your mouth shut once you get intoxicated so we
won t have any problems with faggot ape
Mickey. Fig. Asti Sunny and Blonoie
S-N-A-K-E 0-A-N-C-E
S-N-A-K-E D-A-N-C-E
SN-A-K-E D-A-NOE

PAGLIAI5 PIZZA
945 SOUTH MAIN ST
"AIXI>OSiTtOr4S"
APPLY BETWEEN 2-4
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Part-lime energetic, outgoing, fun-loving
people-wanted' Bartenders, wetnesses,
wallers. Iioor walkers
No experience
necessary Flexible schedules lo accomooate
carpoota Apply at parson after 8.00 daey except Monday at Ihe Fun Place lo be-Button s'
St Rl 25. 12 minutes north of B G
Skit people-entertainers Excoeent experience
lor people with theatre or dance nterests
Outgoing personalty and high energy are prerequisite qualifications Part time- weekends Apply in person at Henry J's. 1532 S Byrne, altar
7pm Sun --Thurs
Students wanted to do minor carpentry work
Flexible hours Cal 354-1001. ask lor Jack

FOR SALE
Sheila Rufener^
Your big loves you and Is proud lo have you as a
part ol the family" DG Love and Mine, your big

awl

You better win Homecoming King or
I'm going lo cut your nuts off'!!

1972 Triumph Spitfire convertible Beat Her
353-2902
1973 Chevy Nova 70.000 original miles, runs
wel. great winter transportation. $600 Pat.
353-2705
1974 VW bug Good condition $500 or best
offer Cal 372-6304
1974 VW Bus Runs wel Good mechemcal
condition $600
372-2933
Evenings
352-8879

Sieve:
Bananas and nuts don't leal good
When they aren't on you anymore.
You better win homecoming King!'

1979 Triumph Spitfire. Good condition
42.000 mesa. $3000 Cal 352-2528 (dayl
352 3020 (evenings)
1982 Ford Exp Excoeent condition, sun root
4 speed. AM FM cassette. 30 mpg $3700
353 1040

Steve

otdlerret Musi Sol' Phone 372-1357

TO MY DELT JON,
"ABOUT LAST NIGHT"
THANKS FOR BEING MY SPECIAL FRIENDI
LUV, ROBERTA
VOTE WILEY BLEVINS
HOMECOMING KINO TODAYI
VOTE WILEY BLEVINS
HOMECOMINO KINO TOOAYII
VOTE WILEY BLEVINS
HOMECOMINa KINO TOOAYII

FRfDAY. OCT. 10
SNAKE 0ANCE
STARTING AT 1:30

Jon
Mania

Baly pinbal machine, al digital, greet condition.
greet lor the apartment or frat $495 Cal Pat,
353-2705
Geology T-Sheta-Sigma Gamma Epeeon is seeing t shirts with the Deportment logo for $6 00
pershvt Colors are red and blue Sign-up sheet
to order starts « located beside Room 170 In
Overman Hal Must be ordered by Oct 22nd
Megnavox VCR. less than 6 months old. $190.
Cal Pal, 353-2705
Twin mattresses and frame $180, 2 dresser
desk $20: StartiekJ baas guitar t case $180: or
beat offers. Mafbox 6372
Why rant when you can buy better? Double size
dorm rouge, aid New condrtion Best offer,
col 3648700

King
Vote
Today

Yamaha CR220
856-2173

Gksmby al Ufwnan'a
Homecoming Special
Shampoo, cut. 4 ftraah
Regular JI5 NOW $7 50
Look your vary beat tor
mat specwl event
Thursday Ocl 9-Friday Oct 10
352-5615

ZJIiuriday, Dclobtr 16 at 8:30 a.m.
al Inr /-^resident S horn*

12-15 students will be selected by lottery from
the coupons returned. Coupons should be
turned in to the UAO office, 3rd floor, University Union by 5 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7. The
Breakfast if free and you may enter as many
times as you wish. A van will take students to
the President's home.
.
g„akfa*t milk 2)r. OLcmmp
Name _
Address
Phone _
Bring to the UAO office, 3rd floor,
University Union
ill

— -"— -—■—■^ ■»»■■—

$100

Call

after 5 p.m.
FOR RENT
1 mete needed lo aimlaaae room in house for
Spring semester Contact Dove. 354-3207
Apartment lo sublease. 1 bedroom furnished
unit al utBWes paid except a smal electric M.
$290-month 815 Fourth St., Apt 4,
353-2706

WANTED

like-home new 3-room efficiency Al utatfee.
rumeuwiga. eppwanoes provided. Fremont
Weat. I proleaeonel person $276. 332-8725

1 female to sublease apartment for Spring
Semester Contact Law 354-8181
Desperate- Genesie tickets
Any show avaaable
Tad tome. 354-7266

KIRSTEN EDWARDS
I'm so happy to have you es my little' You are
very special to me' Get excited lor torvght' DG
love and mine. Your Bag

WANTED SPORTS PASS OR SEASON
HOCKEY TICKETS WILL PAY FULL Pfl»DE
354-2700

Lacrosse T-Shlrts
Limited Supply

HELP WANTED

353-6913

Got excited, the Big day la about hare Love,
your big

$10-$500 weekly up mating ca-cuars! Rush
serf-addressed, stsmped envelope
A-1,
11020 Ventura. Suite 266 Depl P2. Studio Ci
ly. CA 91604.

Lynn Stultz
Welcome to Ihe lamay Your Dig lovea you Love
ya.Donne

Local busmees needs intern in Marketing (jr
Sr
Qrad.) with some art experience for
Telephone Markoflng Cal 353-1458

Give a hoot.
Pont pollute.

ii sponsoring
Ji Erealfail with J)r. Paul Uticamp

receiver

1M2 Yamaha Maxim (SO. Runa well, very
good condition 6600 miles Call 353-4.28

Vote lor Jon Hants
Homecoming King

Call Days Eves & Weekends

CLASSES FOR 12/6/86 EXAM
BEGIN SATURDAY OCT. 18
CALL: 536-3701
3560 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO

PHI TAUe-CRK AND ANDY
Interested
We've changed five times'
Are those your Levta?
LOVE. PAW
PS Get you some- only 69 coma'

Ofl ELSE!!!-[-|...

KIM CLAYCOMB
HAPPY 2SR0 BIRTHOAY
HOPE YOUR DAY IS AS
GREAT AS YOU ARE'
LOVE, TOOO

DON'T MISS THIS ONE"'
Seang S Sales Management Club Mtg
October 8 1988
7 00 pm Assembly Rm McFal Center
Look lor our table m the BA Lobby
Engash Darts a Parts
Sign UP lor Dart League

ART STUDENTS
Display your artwork FREEI
Awards In all cateoortoa
14th ANNUAL HOMECOMING ART SHOW
372 2573 OH Campua Student Org
Daamina lor entry Oct I.

Vote Today

Desperately seelung a fun. wad. alcohol con
summg date lor Homecoming Cal Greg
372 5820

SKI CLUB PAKTYIII
Al rnemeers welcome! 7 p m « Dee's Pleese
remember membership cards It's "Bring a
Friend Party'" Dues and trip payments accepted al party Don't forget today a aweetsrwl
day' Any questions feel free to contact our officers JOIN THE ADVENTURE I

Amy Carl
Shocked was I
that you asked lor me
what • Eag-LmM learn
we wi be
So get exerted-Itie day la drawing near
Thai * just the beginning of a
lailfieaHi. year •
Love, your DQ Big'

Thursday ragtit is "Irish SVght" al BGSU Theatre
If your name begins with "O--" you can pick up
your two-lor-one tickets lor Trie Playboy ot the
Western World at the Eva Marie Sent Box Ot
floe, second floor University Hal. or cal
372-2719

BOBBIE JEAN GOOD LUCK ON HOMECOM
ING REP I'M THINKING OF YOU ALL THE
WAY FROM MINNESOTA L I T 8 . MICHELLE

DEBBIE MAZOR
I'M SO PSYCHED TO HAVE YOU AS MV LITTLE' TONK3MT IS GOING TO BE SPECIAL
WE'LL MAKE A GREAT TEAMi SEE YOU
TONIGHT L I T 8 . YOUR DG BIG

A.C.E. Muling TOWOHTI
Association tor Childhood Education
305 Mauley at 7:00
Quest Speaker Lou Nunos
Topic: Mutticutlural Education

Three tickets to 5th Dimensvjn concert on
Parent's Day weekend avaaable $11 each Cal
Stepri at 3540922

Yes' You can balance career, marriage and
lamay. now or in the future' Come and hear how
men and women are dong it by attending DUAL
CAREER COUPLES. Wednesday October 8.
7.30 p m . Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical
Arts Sponsored by University Placement Services

Dear Weras.
Who loves you. DeDyi G*y does' Al Sold Gold
nuns know: "Friends are friends forever"" Love
you'Neen

Women for Women is proud to present
Austrakan lost singer Judy Smal. with operang
saiger Judy Friedman, in concert Performance
is TONIGHT al tt 00 p m in the Grand Ballroom
Of the University Union Tickets are $3-7 00.
siding scale Free chad care is available upon
advance request For more ailormalion. contact
the Women's Center 372-2281

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epeaon would ska to
congratulate DON PATTISON and MARY RIZZO
on ftiea SK3 EP-KKG levaaenng

•Mary Pino'
Congratulations on your KKO-Stg Ep levalerlng
to Don We are so floppy for you two' Love,
your Kappa Sisters

' AAn «aj» AATI •>•» AATI ♦aj" A^n •** AAn •«? AMI •»J»» AAn

CONGRATULATIONS NEW
INITIATES OF

ALPHA DELTA PI!
Welcome to the sacred bond
of sisterhood
* AAII * GINGER BACHMAN
MICHELLE BARTZ
CHRISSY DCJRISKO
DARLENE FISHER
CAROL ROMANOSKI
RHONDA STIERHOFF
DAWN TATKA
CINDY WESTENDORF
YOUR 8I8TER8 ARE PROUD OF YOUI
• AAn «» AAn •»• AAn *J»J» AAn •» AAn •»»» AAn *p AAn

BE A

BOSTON
NANNY

143 W. VVOOSTER
353-3281
Maintain your summer tan
with on* or two visits
par vvpejk.
10 visits
lust $23.00 reg. '35.00

45 days unlimited visits
$49.00
With ad expires 10-31

-BrGGBt TO SERVE YOU BETTERSINCE 1980

*

i
t

*

live-in-child-care
for
Boston area
professional families
1-year committment

(617)244-5154
or write:
AMERICAN AUPAIR
P.O. Box 97
New Town Branch
Boston, Mass. 022S8

I
i
1
I

*********4

